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^^ENTER TEAM NUMBER AND SCHOOL 
NAME IN TITLE FIELD^^ 
Enter your TEAM ID and University's FULL formal/legal name (no dashes added between 

team ID and University Name) 

e.g. "1 Arizona State University, Tempe" 
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If you need to change your team name, go 

to https://www.herox.com/SpaceportAmericaCup2020 to access your existing team to 
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Rocket/Project Name 

How to Train Your BEAR: Papa Bear(main rocket) & Baby Bear(drop rocket) 
Student Organization Name (if applicable) 

Lenoir-Rhyne BEAR (Balloons, Engineering, And Rockets) Club 
Team Logo Image 

 
University's Location (City/Province and Country) 

Hickory, North Carolina, United States 
Organization Type 

Club/Group 
Project Start Date 

https://www.herox.com/SpaceportAmericaCup2020
https://d253pvgap36xx8.cloudfront.net/formsbuilder/files/ec72467e1d4111ea8499ea520498de80/rocket_team_sym.jpg


2019-08-26 
Category 

10k - COTS - All Propulsion Types 
Student Lead 

Jermey Wagner/jeremy.wagner@my.lr.edu/(980)635-3699 
Alternate Student Lead 

Kaleb Davis/kaleb.davis@my.lr.edu/N/A 
Faculty Advisor 

Doug Knight/douglas.knight@my.lr.edu/(336)909-1711 
Alternate Faculty Advisor 

N/A 
Mailing Address for Awards 

LRU BEAR Club 

c/o Doug Knight 

Lenoir-Rhyne University 

625 7th Ave NE 

Hickory, NC 28601 

Demographic Data 
This is all members working with your project including those not attending the event. 

This will help ESRA and Spaceport America promote the event and get more 

sponsorships and grants to help the teams and improve the event. 

 

Number of High School Team Members 

1 
Number of Undergraduate Team Members 

15 
Number of Masters Team Members 

0 
Number of PhD Team Members 

0 
Number of Male Team Members 

mailto:Wagner/jeremy.wagner@my.lr.edu/(980)635-3699
mailto:Davis/kaleb.davis@my.lr.edu/N/A
mailto:Knight/douglas.knight@my.lr.edu/(336)909-1711


13 
Number of Female Team Members 

2 
Number of Veterans 

1 
Number of NAR or Tripoli Members 

1 

STEM Outreach 
Describe any activities that your team leads or participates in that helps your local 

community with Science, Technology, Engineering or Math enrichment. 

 

STEM Outreach Events 

Bottle Rocket Launch Day at Gamewell Elementary School: 

The Lenoir-Rhyne BEAR Club has initiated a STEM outreach program that includes 

introducing rocketry to students at Gamewell Elementary School. Gamewell Elementary 

School hosted the Lenoir-Rhyne BEAR Club last year when members assisted in the 

building and flying of bottle rockets for fifth grade students. Both the Lenoir-Rhyne 

BEAR Club and Gamewell Elementary School administration have expressed interest in 

another such activity day, with the goal of building and launching rockets January 16. 

The day will include an introduction to rocketry by highlighting the different avenues in 

which the hobby can be pursued at various levels of skill. There will be a safety overview 

with design and building to follow. The day will then conclude with students flying the 

rockets they built. 

 

Local Elementary School Bottle Rocket Day: 

Fourth and fifth grade students from a local elementary school will be visiting Lenoir-

Rhyne University in April for a day that will follow the same agenda as detailed for the 

Gamewell Elementary School Bottle Rocket Day. 

 

University Convocation: 

The Lenoir-Rhyne BEAR Club has organized a university convocation with the hopes of 

introducing rocketry to the general student populace at Lenoir-Rhyne University. The 

university requires students to complete a certain number of these extracurricular 

enhancement convocations in order to create a more well-rounded student. The BEAR 

Club has taken this opportunity to display what the engineering physics program has to 

offer the university. This convocation has a target date of January 31 and will include an 



overview of rocketry as not only a hobby but as a way to represent the university at a 

national scientific competition. A second event is scheduled for February 6 and will build 

off of what was presented at the January 31 event, including the flight of several small 

scale model rockets to demonstrate what the team will be doing on a much larger scale 

for the Spaceport America Cup. 

Rocket Information 
Overall rocket parameters 

 

Airframe Length (inches) 

117 
Airframe Diameter (inches) 

4 
Fin-span (inches) 

4.25 
Vehicle weight (pounds) 

17.92 
Propellent weight (pounds) 

5.28 
Payload weight (pounds) 

8.8 
Liftoff weight (pounds) 

32.0 
Number of stages 

1 
Strap-on Booster Cluster 

0 
Propulsion Type 

Solid 
Propulsion Manufacturer 

Commercial 
Rocket Information Additional Comments 



Rocket has Carbon Fiber body tube and couplers, premium series, from Public Missiles 

website. Fins are to be 1/8 inch fiberglass with tip to tip fiberglass overlay. May change 

to carbon fiber with carbon fiber overlay going forward. Team will 3D print nosecone 

from polycarbonate using in-house 3D printing capability. Rocket will have two altimeter 

bays with one controlling deployment of the main and drogue parachute using standard 

dual deployment techniques and the other controlling deployment of the drop rocket. 
Propulsion Systems: (Stage: Manufacturer, Motor, Letter Class, Total Impulse) 

Cesaroni Pro75 5015L1115-P, L Class, 5015.00 Ns 
Total Impulse of all Motors (Ns) 

5015.00 Ns 

Predicted Flight Data and Analysis 
The following stats should be calculated using rocket trajectory software or by hand. 

 

Pro Tip: Reference the Barrowman Equations, know what they are, and know how to use 

them. 

 

Launch Rail 

ESRA Provided Rail 
Rail Length (feet) 

17 
Liftoff Thrust-Weight Ratio 

7.9:1 for the average thrust of the motor, at liftoff, the Cesaroni L1115 spikes to about 

1500 Newtons (depending on test data from thrustcurve.org) and this would give a 

thrust to weight ratio of about 10.5:1 
Launch Rail Departure Velocity (feet/second) 

106 fps 
Minimum Static Margin During Boost 

3.5 Cal of stability is the minimum during boost based on OpenRocket Simulation 
Maximum Acceleration (G) 

11 G according to OpenRocket Simulation with 10 mph crosswind 
Maximum Velocity (feet/second) 

973 fps according to OpenRocket Simulation with 10 mph crosswind 

http://thrustcurve.org/


Target Apogee (feet AGL) 

10,000 ft 
Predicted Apogee (feet AGL) 

10,400 feet AGL. This is about 400 ft less than the OpenRocket simulation with 10 mph 

crosswind and takes into account probable difference between simulation and actual 

rocket in regarding surface finish and quality of build. 

Payload Information 
NOTE: To compete in the SDL Payload Challenge, you MUST follow the instructions on 

the Spaceport America Cup Documents and Forms Page. Information provided here is 

for ESRA purposes only. 

 

See http://www.soundingrocket.org/sa-cup-documents--forms.html 

 

Payload Description 

Rocket payload consists of an in-house derived telemetry and flight controller/data 

acquisition system, a system to test passive roll reduction and a system to determine the 

damping ratio of a particulate damper in quasi zero-g conditions using drop rocket. The 

team also plans to measure strain in fins of the main rocket as a function of velocity 

during flight. The telemetry/flight controller system will be incorporated into the drop 

rocket and will include a microcontroller, accelerometers, gyros, temperature and 

pressure sensors and an Xbee system for telemetry. A microcontroller on the main 

rocket will also be used for measurement of strain from gauges attached to the fins of 

the main rocket. Inside the main rocket a system to test how well passive, particle based 

roll dampers work for controlling roll of the main rocket. This system will initiate during 

the coast phase of the rocket and roll before and after the system is initiated will be 

measured. The particulate material will be oriented in a spiral tube that is free to rotate 

with respect to the rocket initially and then once coast phase is detected, lock to the 

rocket body. Analysis based on before and after rotation rates will determine the 

damping of this configuration in a rocket. In the drop rocket, a system to test the 

damping ratio of the same particulate damper will be initiated after drop rocket 

deployment. Once the drop rocket is deployed and before terminal velocity is reached, 

this system will measure damping ratio of the test configuration (effectively a vertically 

oriented cantilever beam with a cylinder of the particulate embedding in the end of the 

beam that is released approximately two to three seconds after deployment) using 

logarithmic decrement calculations. Damping will be determined and compared to that 

in a 1-G environment. This system will be used to determine the rate at which this 

http://www.soundingrocket.org/sa-cup-documents--forms.html


particulate could damp out rotation of a CubeSat in a zero-g environment. Types of 

particulate matter to be used for this damper will be determined by ground testing 

before launch. Information from this functional test on a rocket will incorporated into 

the roll reduction system for a CubeSat with only passive attitude control being 

designed by Dr. Doug Knight, team mentor. 
Predicted Flight Data Comments 

Note our payload system is not inert but functional. The drop rocket recovery method 

will be discussed in the recovery section. OpenRocket has been used for simulation of 

flight performance with RockSim to be used later for for comparative flight simulations. 

Recovery 
Describe your recovery system; dual-deploy, size and style of chute, number of chutes, 

length of shock cord, "Chute Release" commercial products no longer approved. 

 

Recovery Information 

Recovery events are as follows: 

1. Apogee ejection of the "drop rocket" with from the front breach of the rocket for free 

fall. This will occur by Missile Works RRC3 and Marsa 38 Altimeters determining apogee 

with both set for apogee deployment. The drop rocket will be ejected via a piston 

method. For the main rocket- Apogee plus 1 second drogue parachute deployment of 

18 inches in diameter; altimeters for deployment include a Missile Works RRC3 and 

Marsa 38. The shock cord will be 9/16 nylon strap and 25 to 30 feet in length. 

2. Drop Rocket will fall to 2500 feet and deploy parachute (RocketMan, 48 inch high 

velocity). The Drop Rocket parachute will be deployed via the Missile Works RRC3 and 

Marsa 38 altimeters with rear ejection. The shock cord will be 9/16" nylon and 15 to 20 

feet in length. 

3. At 2500 feet, the main parachute (Rocketman, 84 inches diameter, CD 2.2) will be 

deployed via Missile Works RRC3 and Marsa 38. Traditional dual deployment techniques 

will be applied for drogue and main ejection. The parachutes will deploy in a laundry 

line configuration. The shock cord length will be 25 to feet in length and also employ 

9/16" nylon strap. 

 

Note each event has two recovery events and has a main and backup altimeter to 

deploy recovery elements. Detection of apogee will be via barometric techniques. Note 

the Marsa 38 can use barometric or accelerometer data for apogee detection if so 

desired. 

 

In the event of drop rocket parachute ejection failure, we are developing an in-house 



circuit that will allow for manual deployment from the ground station wired to the Xbee 

system. If there is no visual confirmation of parachute deployment, a command will be 

sent from ground station to the XBEE system to run current to an electric match, igniting 

an ejection charge and deploying the parachute. This system is a safeguard in the event 

that our parachute fails to deploy on burnout. Switch lockouts for this system will be 

utilized if implemented. 
Planned Tests 

Date: 12/09 Type: Ground Description: 1/2 scale mk2 ground testing of ejection charges 

Status: Comments: 

Date: 12/14 Type: Flight Description: !/2 Scale launch test demonstrate telemetry 

capabilities 

Date 01/xx Type: Ground Description: Testing of telemetry system for range and 

bandwidth. Continue as needed. 

Date 01/xx Type: Ground Description: Ground testing to determine optimal particulate 

matter for damping in 1-G environment 

Date 01/xx Type: Ground Description: Testing of strain gauges attached to fin(s). 

Continue as needed. 

Date 01/xx Type: Ground Description: Being testing of system to passively reduce roll of 

rocket using particulate matter. 

Date 01/21 Type: Flight Description: Gather flight data from load cells attached to fin(s) 

of test mule rocket. Use mid-power rocket as test mule if HPR launches are cancelled 

due to weather. 

Date 01/xx Type: Ground Description: Ground testing of ejection charges for drop 

rocket, main and drogue parachute 

Date: 01/xx Type: Ground Discription: #point bend test of 3D printed materials for 

young modulus. determines final material selection 

Date 02/xx Type: Flight Description: Flight testing of 0-G damping ratio measurement 

system in test mule rockets. Use mid-power rocket as test mule if HPR launches are 

cancelled due to weather 

Date 02/xx Type: Flight Description: Flight testing of system to passively reduce roll of 

rocket. Use mid-power rocket as test mule if HPR launches are cancelled due to weather. 

Date 02/xx Type: Flight Description: Flight test of drop rocket system. Continue as 

needed using test mule rockets with maximum altitudes of 2000 feet. Allows testing at 

local HPR site. 

Date: 02/xx Type: Ground Description: FEA of 3d printed components. 

Date: 03/xx Type: Flight test of full scale rocket, 3000 ft max, test rocket stability. 

Date 04/xx Type : Flight test of full scale rocket , 7000 ft max, full up test with all 

systems, especially drop rocket on board for deployment and operation. Effective dress 

rehearsal flight with motor of simple load profile but less total impulse. 
Describe your GPS Tracking solution 



COTS Beeline 2 m 5 Watt APRS GPS tracker will be utilized. Basic HAM certification 

required and held by Dr. Knight, team mentor. Drop Rocket and main rocket will each 

have a GPS tracker during flight. Each tracker will be at a different frequency relayed 

down to the team handheld device. The drop and main rocket will also have a 70 cm 

Beeline "pinger" for redundant tracking capability. These will each be on different 

wavelengths and have a maximum power output of 100 mW. The team will have 

multiple handhelds Yaesu FT1D transceivers and Yagi Antennas for tracking of the 

rocket. 
Any other pertinent information 

The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry team will 3D print components and fixtures related to the 

payload and the altimeter bay. All 3D printed component materials will under go 3 point 

bend testing for structural strength with some undergoing Finite Element Analysis. 
 


